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An d  n o w  the residents at Lake Pleasant can be said to 
have settled down into the regular routine of camp life; with 

a short sojourn one becomes leadily acquainted with his 
neighbor and neighbors, and the time passes rapidly amid so 
many pleasant surroundings, not only of natural scenery, 
which in itself is so enjoyable, but of genial a*d social people.

Apparently everything has conspired to make this camp
meeting a grand success. The weather is delightful; at times 
it rains, even this week ; but this is soon over and the general 
preference is for occasional showers rather than continual 
dry atmosphere which soon converts the soil into dust, and 
blows the dust into hot faces, making existence at times un
comfortable.

The moonlight nights are a feature and are generally 
appreciated ; the pavilion dance hall, the cool avenue on the 
bluffs, both have their admirers. The former possesses an 
attraction for the deniren's of surrounding towns also, and 
Thursday evening the fact was evidenced in the arrival of 
some doten car-loads of visitors from Athol and Greenfield. 
Every locality possesses conceited people, but what more 
amusing spectacle is there than that of a country over-grown 
boy, whose conceit leads him to imagine that he is a host in 
himself, capable of overcoming all obstacles which would 
prevent him from doing as he wishes to do. When he arrives 
at the camp his ignorance is prominent in that conduct 
which shows too plainly that his knowledge of Spiritualism 
has been gained through a glass colored darkly. He feels 
that Spiritualists are a class who have no rights that he is 
liound to respect, and that their gatherings are the legitimate 
place for ungentlemanly actions. Some of them, In this, have 
found their mistake; and the lesson taught them was one 
impressed by the arm of the law. The managers of Lake 
PlLsant have a good police force; It scatters itself generally, 
and the individual members of It are realous; one need not

fear insult for if it is offered the offender finds himself in the 
possession of those who know the law of camp-life. So they 
have no disorderly visitors at Lake Pleasant; at least not yeV

Now be it known, as the experience of the writer, that a  
general acquaintance among neighbors sometimes produces a  

I lew people who are inclined to take a great interest in the 
! movements of the individuals comprising the community.

And camp life is a remarkable evidence of the tiuth of this 
| proposition : and people talk, and talk, and finally something 

is said. The New York Sun correspondent speaks of the 
j Allen Boy seances, and in describing the people present 

serves up the following, which created a deep interest, because 
it was generally known who was hit. She says :—

“The pair following on my left were In the early bloom of 
' life, although old in the spiritualist ranks, popular mediums 

and public speakers ; and so familiar to their ghost-seeing eyes 
and own dreaming were these phenomena that, unagitated by 
any manner of ghostly demonstrations, they seemed to me to 

; be keeping up a pleasant flirtation. The husband was on the 
far side in a blue boating shirt and the other garments usually 
worn by men.”

Now, if she had mentioned that both the husband and the 
foreign lecturer wore blue shirts the story would have been 
more complete; the few lines, however, are quite compre
hensive.

This feeling of sociability seems to overvent itself some
times ; one is not content to say a good thing himself to bis 
neighbor, but there is a growing disposition to have all the 
other neighbors present when it is being said. They call 
these meetings dedications ; why, is not so apparent, unless 

j as Hans says “because it is his name.” Certainly it is rather 
1 late to dedicate a tent after it has been occupied a couple 

weeks ; but then there is no accounting for tastes. N everthe- 
less the gathering, on such occasions affords an opportunity 
for an interchange of friendly greetings, compliments, and 
judging from public speeches on these occasions fe wmenj  
is universally f r e a c m e d  among Spiritualists; the time seems 
rapidly approaching when it will e x i s t , when charity, that 
charity spoken of by Paul in Corinthians, will become one of 
the corner stones, if not the foundation, of the rule of con
duct for a true Spiritualist; the way will be opened for har
mony, for then coott ibuting to the general good will conati- 
tute individual happiness.

But there is a difference between preaching and reporting, 
the duty of the reporter being to state facts ; so, then, be i 
observed that on Tuesdav morning Mrs. Nellie Nelson s tentt 
was surrounded by a large audience, who were called to order 
by Dr. Beals, and addresses were made by 1. P. Greenleaf, 
N. Frank While, J. J. Morse, Susie and Willie Eletchcr. Mrs. 
Nelson brought the interesting exercises to a close with an 
address, in which she returned her thanks for the testimonial. 
Wednesday afternoon I. P. Greenleaf was presented with a. 
sum ?f money. Congregational singing, remarks by W illie
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Fletcher, Frol A. E. Carpenter, and N. Frank White, who 
aade the presentation speech. Mr. Greenleaf replied, and 
n i  followed by S. W. Fletcher and Dr. T. B. Taylor. The 
pavilion was beautifully decorated, a large lyre wade by Mrs. 
M. A. Charter appearing prominently at the speaker's stand 
The parse was nfty odd dollars. Unintentional injustice was 
dad« By one of the speakers to Mrs. Maggie Folsom in giv 
in f Credit to other parties in connection with this testimonial. 
Mrs. Folsoms was quite active in originating the subscription 
papers, and alter collecting the major portion of the sum pre- 
scattd assistance was rendered, and hence the mistake above 
Minded to.

Following this came the dedication of WiHie and Susie 
Willis Fletcher’s tent, Thursday evening. I. P. Greenleaf 
peesidnd; a song, “ Reck Me to Sleep. Mother," perhaps pe
culiarly appropriate, if not taken literally, was sung by Charlie 
Sullivan. Remarks were made by Lyman C. Howe, Dr. Tay
lor, J. J. Morse, S. W. Fletcher, and W. Fletcher. An anchor 

and cross combined was presented by Mr. Morse.
Friday morning there was an interesting variation from the 

re^ilar order of exercises. Mrs. Blair, the spirit-artist, was 
In cmnp, and gave an exhibition of her power to a large audi
ence. Dr. Beals presided, and first introduced Dr. T. B. 
Taylor, who interested the ai dience with a slight sketch of 
Mrs. Blair’s life and her phase of mediumship. The attend
ance was very large ; over 2,000 people witnessed these inter
esting manifestations.

Mrs. Blair took her seat on the platform, and a committee 
of two, Mrs. M. B. Stearns and Anna Ballard, the New York 
Sun Correspondent, examined the bandage and arranged it 
so that they were satisfied that certainly Mrs. Blair was with
out material vision. On the table before her were several 
saucers, green, red, purple, blue, yellow, a small bottle of 
varnish, and two tumblers of water. On her arm was a small 
piece of cloth upon which were wiped the brushes. A t t o : 48 
the painting commenced, and in nine minutes a fine picture 
was finished. During the process Dr. Beals, the president, 
covered the saucer with a small piece of paper. The instant 
the hand moved to that particular saucer to use paint, it 
snatched the paper and threw it on the floor.

The second picture was finished in six minutes and a half.
The third picture was finished in five minutes; the control 

stooped suddenly, as a small worm dropped from an over- 
hanging tree, and exclaimed, “ I can't paint any more, for the 
worm is on the paint." To give an idea of the movements 
of this artist in painting, we give an outline of the movement 
<0 complete.

T H E  F O U R T H  P IC T U R E

commenced at ■ I : 15. The form of two leaves, in mixed 
colors, to commoo to autumn leaves, were painted in the 
centre . the brush is dipped in several colors at once while 
.poiwwag. This occupied one minute, and at 11 :  16, a long 
green line was drawn and then the brush washed, yellow used, 
and three yellow leaves painted on the line; time, one-half 
minute ; 11: 16 1-2, green at base of the yellow, then green 
leases 00 the othet side of the stem, the medium painting 
hose, from the top of the picture to the base, six in 
number, then one on either side at the base. Change brush 
I I : 17 t-a, and red lines until 11 : 18. Now a fine pen was 
talma in haqfl, and on the top of the red tine, with dark 
•Mors sa the pen, the red lines were dotted. A  long line 
was now drawn in a curve, and with red and yellow on the 
brush, loaves were pot on the stem, the leaves being small 
aad dotted. Finished 11 : ao, or in five minutes' time.

A testimonial to Mrs Maggie J. Folsom resulted in a 
pleasant surprise to her, and was an enjoyable occasion to 
many of the participants. Dr. J. Beals, the president of the 
naaorintinn, presided. Mrs. Folsom was absent, and while 
wafemg foe her coining Charlie Sullivan gave one of his r tftr  
ttir t  Mrs. Folsom then came in, and was crowned by a 
wreath aad aaah of flowers. Mrs. S. A. Byrnes sounded the 
keynote aad the sentiment of harmony and charity, and a 
tribute to the labors of Mrs. Folsom was re-eeboed by H. S. 
WilHami and Dr. H. B. Surer aad o lh tfle  David Brown 
made the presentation speech, and Mrs. Folsom spoke briefly 
In reply. The cloning speaker was J. J. Morse. Dr. Beals 
and fltnghltr added to the interest by a duett.

T H E  A L L E N  B O Y .

We attended a seance given by the Allen Boy at his 
quarters on Montague Street He has his sitters ar 
ranged in a circle, joining hands. Behind him on two 
chairs lays a dulcimer. In front is a tabic bearing bell* 
and guitar and fan. At the farther end of table, and opposite 
to himself, sits a violinist, who plays aa air to which the 
guitar,v belli, or dulcimer play an accompaniment. The 
sitter nearest the medium, and often one or two removed, is 
touched by hands or guitar. After a sitting of two or three 
minutes, the one nearest the medium gives up his place to 
another one in the circle, and in this manner each one of the 
sitters has an opportunity to sit next the medium. The 
greatest wonder lies in the fact that either dulcimer or guitar 
CM play a tune, and not a onlay jangle without time or bar 
mony; the accompaniments would do justice to an accom 
piished player who shov 'd perform in the light. There is 
also a playful intelligence called Tommy, who is sometimes 
agreeable, and by request, produces sounds resembling the 
cut of a saw, the swish of a plane, the grating of an auger, or 
the pounding of a nail. This dark seance continues for the 
space of over an hour, and then a light seance takes place 
The Allen boy sits in a chair a few feet from the w all; by 
his side a chair in which is a sitter, a committee of one, upon 
whom the medium places both bands. From the back of a 
chair in which the committee sits is drawn a quill and tacked 
to the wall. A  thin shawl is thrown over the medium's 
hands, but through its light folds the iorm of the medium’s 
hands can be plainly seen. From the vacant space behind 
appears hands, and often rite wrist and arm. On the evening 
alluded to, the hand held np the guitar and played an easy 
accompaniment; it also possessed the ingenuity to pick up 
the guitar when it had fallen to the floor. The point at which 
these hands made their appearance on the quilt behind the 
medium, was sufficiently distant from him or the other sitter, 
as to render it a physical impossibility that either should have 
caused the manifestations. It was a most satisfactory mani
festation, as the arrangements arc quite simple, and any 
attempt at fr ud would be tjmckly discovered.

Sunday was a glorious day, and early morning added to the 
number on the ground. Trains continued to arrive until 
ninety-three car loads of hmnanity had swelled the throng. 
The streets were packed ; the meetings had large audiences . 
the circles bad anxious investigators; and those disposed to 
answer questions about Spiritualism found plenty to d«. The 
afternoon lecture by Prof. Wm. Denton, subject, “  Rational 
Religion,” was attended by the largest audience yet gathered 
this season. It is estimated that over 10,000 persons visited 
the camp. Trains were run on all branch roads, and excur
sions came from Vermont, New Hampshire, and Connecticut. 
Late in the afternoon the Urge crowd were safely emtiarked. 
and the trains moved without accident. Fifty cars and four 
engines were in sight, for some minutes, at the depot, from 
the Bluffs Sunday evening, “ Ye Old Folks” sang as a 
benefit to Mr. Sullivan, the leader. Fifty persons dad in the 
costume of by-gone days, and fully entering into the spirit of 
the occasion, filed to the Speaker's Stand; the audience was 
a Urge one as all the caxspers were ouL The concert was 
free, but a collection was taken up. Frances E. Abbot spoke 
in the morning, on “  Rome in America.” .

NOTES.

Mrs. Thayer, of Boston, the flower medium, received many 
compliments on the article which appeared in the New York 
Sun by CoL Olcott, on her mediumship. She baa been quite 
successful of late. One evening, while walking through the 
camp in company with one of the lecturers, a tube rose was 
dropped into bis hand, much to hu surprise. The flower was 
perfectly fresh.

A number of campers gathered at the Bachelor's Retreat 
Friday evening, and the senior proprietor, N. Frank White, 
had no difficulty in giving them an amusing entertainment.

Medium's Meeting was held at pavilion, Wednesday 
morning. Speakers, David Brown, Mrs. Carrie Dearborn, 
Lyman C. Howe, Mrs. Maggie Folsom, J. J. Morse and Dr. 
H. &  Store/.

The phantom ball was s feature of the camp meeting. It 
occured Tuesday evening. Robed in ehaeU and pillow-cases, 
enough forms to fill the pavilion enjoyed themselves in a
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round of dances until twelve o’clock sounded. Wednesday 
the 25th, an old-folk's party took place, of which we shall 1 
probably speak next week.

N. Frank White and Charlie Sullivan are two of the uni
versal favorites on the ground and their exhibitions, either 
public or private, are a popular feature of daily camp-life. 
Frank, in his declamations and dialogues, can always draw 
a crowd, and keep them together with his interesting selec
tions. The audience commences small in the) private enter
tainments but soon grows large.

Charlie Sullivan's voice will draw all within hearing to 
listen to his imitations of prominent characters among the 
Spiritualist lecturers; also his personation of Moses Hull is 
among the clever things that cannot fail of being appreciated.

S E R V IC E S .

Tuesday, Aug. 17. —  Morning, Lyman C. Howe ; subject, 
“ For what do we live.”  Afternoon, Conference. Evening 
Allen Boy and Mrs. Thayer.

Wednesday, Aug. t8. —  No services on account of rain.
Thursday, Aug. 19. —  Prof. Robert G. Eccles,of New York.

”  Afternoon, Mrs. Nellie, I. Temple Brigham.
Friday, Aug. 20.— Morning, Mrs. Blair and Dr. T. 11. Tay

lor. Afternoon, Robert Collyer, of Springfield.
Saturday, Aug. 2!. —  Morning, Business Meeting and Con

ference. Afternoon, Austin E. Simmons, of Woodstock, Vt.
Sunday, Aug. 22. —  Morning, Francis E. Abbott, editor of 

the Index. Afternoon, Prof. Wm. Denton. Evening, Old 
Folks’ Concert.

Monday, Aug. 23. —  Mrs. N. J. Willis.
Tuesday, Aug. 24. —  N. Frank White.
B u sin ess  Me e tin g . The annual Business meeting of the 

association, was held Saturday morning, and adjourned to 
Monday morning. Dr. J. Beals was elected President, and 
Harvey Lyman, Treasure, by acclamation. A  committee on 
nominations for other omcers was also appointed.

Monday morning, the following were elected as officers for 
the ensuing year:

President,— Dr. Joseph Beals, Gre infield. Mass.
Vice Presidents,— F.. W. Dickenson, Springfield, M ass; 

H. S. Williams, Boston, Mass; Dr. H. H. Brigham, Fitch
burg, Mass; Mrs. Harvey Barber, Warwick, Mass; Mis. W. 
W. Currier, Haverhill.

Treasurer,— Harvey Lyman, Springfield, Mass.
Secretary,— !. H. Smith.
Collector,— S. W. Coburn.
Committer on Speakers,— H. A. Buddington, Dr. J. Beals, 

Mrs. Harvey Lvman, Mrs. E. P. Morrell, M. H. Fletcher. 
Printing ami Advertising,— H. A. Buddington, E. W. Dick
enson, T. W. Coburn. In Tents,— Harvey Lyman W. B. 
Austin, Nelson Woodbury. Ana ting Com.,— H. A. Budding
ton, W. H. Gilmore, Dr. M. A. Davis. On R. Road Fare, 
( f i ’esf\— Harvey Lyman, Dr. Joseph Beals. On R. Road 
Fare, (Fast),— H. S. Williams, E. Gerry Brown. On Roard 
ing, renting grounds, and fo r  a ll purposes except Tents and 
Cottages,— W. B. Austin, J. H. Smith, L. A. Brigham. On 
Police and Lighting grounds,— L. A. Brigham. On Darn ing, 
— J. H. Smith, S. W. Coburn. Post Office and Telegraph,—  
J. Chenery.

There was also an executive committee of some thirty 
members representing different sections of the country.

E X P L A IN IN G  T H E  O BSCU RE BY TH E MORE 
OBSCURE.

The ancient philosopher who undertook to explain the 
position of the earth in space, by saying that it “ rests on the 
back of a tortoise,” has been often laughed a t ; but he was 
quite as wise in his day and generation, as many of the 
scientific smatterers of our own times. Conspicuous among 
these is Mr. Francis Gerry Fairfield, who, in Appleton’s 
journal, undertakes to make Spiritualism “ as clear as mud,” 1 
to us by explaining it as the outcome of epilepsy. There 
is nothing original in this surmise. There was a Fairfield, 1 
two hundred years ago, who explained the witchcraft phe
nomena in the same convenient way. The present Mr. | 
Fairfield tells us that “  the phenomena are invariably associa
ted with epileptic neurosis, either hereditary or acquired; | 
that the apparently occult forces and strange sources of 
intelligence often illustrated at seances, are the exponents 
of an environing nervous influence, consequent upon degen
eration of the nervous centres, and engendered in a manner 
analogous to the production of electricity by the decomposi

tion of tine In nitric acid; that, finally, the predisposition to  
accept the doctrines and tenets o f Spiritualism , is one o f the 
consequences o f such nervous disturbance, and should be 
treated as a symptom o f nervous disorder ; not argued with 
after the manner that one man argues with another on 
scientific questions."

What a very convenient way this would be to dispose of 
all inconvenient and uncomfortable antagonists who would 
show up the absurdity of our pet theories ! The remedy lies 
at the apothecary’s. Instead of reasoning with such pre
sumptuous people, all that Mr. Fairfield would have to do, 
according to his own showing, would be just to get some drug 
or compound, and force it down the throat of any refractory in
dividual who makes light of the profound discovery, that all 
the spiritual phenomena, including levitation and materializa 
tion, may be explained by the one word epilepsy ! Instead of 
trying to confute us by argument, Mr. Fairfield is evidently of 
opinion that all he need condescend to do, in order to bring us 
round to his way of thinking, is to administerto usa cathartic 
or a sedative.

Come and give heed, Messrs. Wallace, Crookes, Corson, 
Anthony, Tuttle, Wagner, Sargent, Olcott, Buchanan, Roberts, 
Flammarion, Favre, Fichte, Wetherbee, Gay. Peebles, and the 
rest,— learn that all that you require, to be disabused of your 
theory as to the origin of the so-called spiritual phenomena, 
is a little dose of nnx vomica, Pulsatilla, calomel, rhubarb, or 

J belladona ' It is merely a slight “ nervous disturbance” that 
ails you. Go to Dr. Fairfield, and he will make you all right.

I Your “ nervous centres” need overhauling— that’s all.
Comical and preposterous as such speculations may 

seem, when subjected to the scrutiny of common sense, there 
are editors who are disposed to wonder whether there may 
not be “ something in them.” Because a medium, or a 
medium's grandfather, may have had a touch of epilepsy, 
does that explain why his “ nervous environment” should lift 

j  him to the ceiling, write messages independent of touch, 
manifest clairvoyance, and create spirit-forms disconnected 

, from the medium's person, and doing things which the medium 
! could not do ? Mr. Fairfield, in the first place, assumes what 

he has no means of proving, namely, that all mediums, and 
all persons predisposed to accept the “ tenets" of Spiritual
ism (whatever they may bet, are epileptics, and then he 
quietly calls upon us to take it for granted that the tortoise 
explains a ll, that having assigned epilepsy as a cause of the 
phenomena, that cause is sufficient to explain the whole series 
of marvels— movement of objects, spirit-writing, spirit-music, 
introduction of flowers through sealed doors, etc., etc, e tc .! 
Is it worth while to treat with gravity such flagrant nonsense ?

T E S T IM O N IA L  TO W. H. H ARRISON.
We are glad to see that English Spiritualists are getting up a 

liberal testimonial as an expression of their sense of the 
services to Spiritualism of Mr. W. H. Harrison, the able and 
persevering editor of the London Spiritualist. This was the 
first weekly paper of any account issued in England in sup
port of Spiritualism. Mr. Harrison relinquished profitable 
work on the “ Engineer" newspaper, and other scientific pub
lications in order to give the best part of his time to Spirit 
ualism. No one has served it more faithfully, or at greater 
sacrifice of personal interests. It looks as if the proposed 
testimonial would be a grand success. The list of subscrib
ers has been headed by several who have put down their 
names for fifty pounds each. We hope there may be those 
in America, who will be disposed to help on the good work. 
The Spiritualist is invaluable to the Cause, as it is not only 
conducted with great discretion, liberality, and care, but with 
every evidence of scholarship and scientific culture o« the 
part of the editor. The absence of all oppressive personali
ties from its columns, is one of its most commendable 
features.

M. AksakofT intends to visit England in September, in 
company with Professor Butlerow. The latter gentleman 
will first visit Grata. M. AksakofT is now in the tillage of 
Krohofka, Government of Samara, Russia.

M*. D. D. Home is at Acqui, in Italy, suffering, as he 
says, great pain, but hoping for “ the return of sensation in 
the parts that were paralysed."
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THE BOOK OF SPIRITS.
BY ALLAN KARDEC.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH FOR SPIRITUAL SCIENTIST. 
BY MRS. EMMA A. WOOD, OF WASHINGTON.

1 ' or sew things, new words are necessary; clearness of { 
language requires it in order to avoid the confession in* 

separable from the multiple sense of the same terms. The 
words spiritual. Spiritualist, Spiritualism , have a perfectly J 
defined acceptation ; to give them a new one in order to apply 
them to the doctrine of Spirits, would be to multiply the 
already too numerous causes of amphibology. In reality 
Spiritualism is the opposite of materialism ; whoever believes 
that there is within him something besides matter, is a Spirit
ualist ; but it does not follow that he believes m the exis
tence of spirits or in their communication with the visible 
world. Instead of the* words Spiritual, Spisitua/ism , to 
designate this latter belief, we employ those of S piritt and 
Spiritism , whose form recalls theh original and radical sense, 
and which for that very reason, have the ad ,-antage of being , 
perfectly intelligible, reserving to the word Spiritualism  its i 
proper acceptation. We will say then that the Spirit doc
trine or Spiritism , has for its basis the relations of the mate- ‘ 
rial world with spirits or beings of the invisible world. He 
believes in Spiritism and Us spiritts, or, if you will, spiritists.

A s speciality, the “ Book of Spirits” contains the spirit 
doctrine; as generality, it is attached to the Spiritualist doc
trine of which it presents one of the phases. For this reason 
it bears at the head of its title, the words, Spiritualistic 
Philosophy.

IL

There is another word on which it is equally necessary to 
be understood, because it is one of the keystones of all 
moral doctrine, and is the subject of numberless controver
sies, all for want of a decided acceptation ; this is the word 
Soul, the diversity of opinion on the nature of the soul, 
comes from the particular application which each one makes 
of this word, a perfect language, in which each idea is repre
sented by its own term, would avoid these discussions ; with 

word for each thing everybody would understand.
According to some the soul is the principle of material 

organic life ; it has no existence of its own and ceases 
with life ; this is pure materialism. In this sense, and by 
comparison, it is said of a created instrument that gives no 
sound; that it has no soul. According to this opinoin, the 
soul is an effect and not a cause. Others think that the soul 
it the principle of intelligence, universal agent of which each 
being absorbs a portion. In their opinion, for the whole uni-- 
verse there is but a single soul which is distributed by sparks 
among the various intelligent beings during their life ; after 
death, each spark returns to the common source where they 
mingle in the whole, as the streams and rivers return to the 
sea whence they came. His opinion differs from the pre- 
cending in as much as in his hypothesis, there is in us some
thing more than matter, and that something remains after 
death ; but it la very nearly as If nothing remain, since having 
ao  individuality we have no consciousness of ourselves. In 
this opinion the universal soul is Cod, and each being a por
tion of the Divinity, a species of p a n th e is m

Finally, according to others, the soul is a moral being, dis
tinct for a, and independent of matter, which preserves its 
tniWridnality after death. This acceptation is certainly the 
snoot general, because, under one name or another, the idea 
o f  Shis bring that survives the body, is found as an Instinct- 
two belief, independent of all teaching, among all people, 
whasanrver may be the degree of their civilisation. This 

-doctrine, according to which the soul is th s  ca su s a n d  a o t th s  
r fs e t , is that of S p ir itu a lis ts . Without discussing the merit 
of these opinions, and considering it only from the linguistic 
sadn of the question, we will say that these three applications 
of the word S o u l constitute three distinct ideas, which should 
much have a different term. Thus this word has a triple

acceptation, and each one is right, from his point of view, In 
the definition he gives i t ; the wrong is in the language for 
having only one word for three ideas. To avoid all equivoca 
lion the acceptation of the word Soul must be restricted to 
one of these three ideas; the choice is indifferent, all that is 
necessary ia to understand, it is merely a conventional affair 
We think it more logical to take it in its most common 
acceptation ; this is why we call s o u l  ths immuter ia l and is  
dividualbeing that rssisUs ia us anti survives the body. Even 
should not this being exist, and should it be only a product of 
the imagination, there most needs be a term to designate it.

In default of a special word for each of the other two 
points we call : vita l principle the principle of the material 
and organic life, whatever be its source, which is common to 
all living beings from plants up to man. Life being possible 
without the faculty of thought, the vital principle is a distinct 
and independent thing. The word vitality  would not convey 
the same idea. For some, the vital principle is a property of 
matter, an c0ecl produced when matter is in certain given 
conditions, according to others, and this is the most 
commonly received idea, it resides in a special fluid, univer 
sally distributed and of which each being absorbs and assimi 
lates a part during life, as we see inert bodies absorb the 
light; this, then, is the v ita lflu id  which, according to some 
opinions is only the animalized electric fluid also called may 
aetic flu id , nervous flu id , etc.

Whatever it be, there is one fact that cannot be gainsaid, 
for it is the result of observation,— it is that organic beings 
have within them an innate force which produces the phe 
nomenon of life, as long as that force exists ; that material 
life is common to all organic beings, and that it is indej 
pendent of intelligence and of thought; that intelligence and 
thought are faculties proper to certain organic species; finally 
that among these organic species endowed with intelligence 
and thought, is one endowed with a special moral sense which 
gives it an incontestable superiority over the others ; this is 
the human species.

It may be seen that with its multiple acceptation, the Soul 
excludes neither materialism, nor pantheism. The Spiritual 
1st himself may easily understand the Soul according to one 
or the other of the first two definitions, without prejudice to 
the distinct immaterial being to which he may then give some 
other name. Thus this word is not the representation of one 
opinion; it is a protens which each one accommodates to his 
liking, hence the source of so many intermidable disputes 
The confusion would be avoided as well in using tbe word 
Soul in the three cases, by adding to it a qualification 
which would specify the application made of i t  It wotald 
then be a generic word, representing at the same time 
the principle of material lile, of intelligence and of moral 
sense, and which might be distinguished by an attribute, 
like gas, for iostance, which is distinguished by adding 
the words hydrogen, oxygen or azote. It could then be said 
and perhaps it would be better, the vita l soul for the priwicplr 
of material life, the intellectual soul for the principle of 
intelligence, and the spirit soul for the principle of our indi
viduality after death. As may be seen, all this is merely a 
question of words, but one very important to be undensaood. 
From tbit the vita l soul would be common to all osgnnir 
beings ; plants, animals and man , the intellectual soul paoper. 
to animals and man, and the spirit soul would belong tzs nun 
aldhe.

We have thought it necessary to iniist the more stiwngl) 
on this explanation ns the spirit doctrine rests naturally on 
the existence within us of a being independent of matt** and 
surviving tbe flesh. The word Soul being necessarily fre
quently used in the cause of this work, it is important that 
die sense we attach to it shonld be defined in order to avoid 
all mistakes.

W e cons* now to the principle object of this preliaafonry 
instruction.

HI.
The spirit doctrine, hkt every new thing, has its betireers 

and its opponents. W* shall try to answer some Of the 
objections of these last, examining the value of the motives 
on which they rest, always without pretending to cooriwce 
every body, for there are persons who think the tight was 
made for them alone We address ourselves to siweerc 
people, without preconceived or confirmed ideas, but rincercly
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desirous of learning, and we will show them that most of the* 
objections opposed to the doctrine proceed from an incom 
plete observation of facts, and a judgment formed too lightly 
and rapidly.

First, let us recall in a few words the progressive series of 
phenomena which have given birth to this doctrine.

The first fact observed was that of various objects being , 
put in motion. It was commonly designated, turning tables, 
or the dance o f the tables. This phenomenon, which appears 
to have been first observed in America, or rather renewed in 
that country, for history proves that it goes back to the most 
ancient times, was produced, accompanied by strange circum- ' 
stances, such as unusual noises, rappings, without known 
ostensible cause. From thence it was rapidly propagated 
throughout Europe and in other parts of the world; it first 
caused much incredulity, but the multiplicity of experiments 
soon left no doubt of its reality.

If this phenomenon had been limited to the movement of ! 
material objects, it might have been explained by a cause 
purely physical. We are far from knowing all the secret 
agents of nature, or all the properties of the agents we know ; 
besides electricity is daily indefinitely multiplying the 
resources it brings to man, and seems destined to give a new 
light to science. Thus it was not impossible that electricity, 
modified by certain circumstances, or some other unknown 
agent, was the cause of this movement. The union of several 
persons augmenting the power of action seemed to support 
this theory, for it might be considered as a multiple pile 
whose power was in proportion to the number of elements.

In the circular motion there was nothing extraordinary ; it 
is throughout nature ; all the stars move in circles ; we might, 
then, have in little a reflection of the general motion of the 
universe, or, rather, a cause till then unknown might acci
dentally produce for small objects, and under given circum
stances a current analogous to that which carries along the 
worlds.

But the movement was not always circular ; it was often 
jerking, disorderly, the object violently shaken, overthrown, 
carried in different directions, and. contrary to all laws of 
statics, raised from the ground and supported in s|>ace. Still, 
nothing in these facts that could not be explained by the 
power of an invisible physical agent. Do we not see elec
tricity overthrow edifices, uproot trees, hurl to a distance the 
heaviest bodies, attract or repel them ?

The unusual noises, the rappings, even supposing they were 
not one of the ordinary effects of the dilatation of the wood, 
or from some other accidental cause, might still very well be 
produced by the accumulation of the strange fluid : does not 
electricity produce the most violent noises ?.

Thus far, as may be seen, all might come under the head 
of facts, purely physical and physiological. Even without 
emerging from this circle of ideas, there was matter for 
serious study, and worthy of fixing the attention of scientists. 
Why was not this so? It is painful to tell, but it pertains to 
causes which prove by a thousand similar facts the Triviality 
of the human mind. First the commonnesjj, of the principal 
object which served as the basis of the first experiments had, 
perhaps, much to do with it. What influence a word has 
often had in the gravest matters ! Without considering that 
this movement could be impressed on any object, the idea of 
tables prevailed, doubtless because it was the most convenient 
object, and that persons more naturally seat themselves 
around a table than any other article of furniture. Now our 
superior men are sometimes so puerile that it was not at all 
impossible that some of the elite among them considered it 
beneath them to occupy their time with what they were 
pleased to style— the dance o f the tables. It is even probable 
that if the phenomenon observed by Galvan! had l>een dis
covered by ordinary men, and had been characterized by a 
burlesque name, it would have been set aside with the 
divining rod. Where, indeed, is the savant who would not 
have felt himself degraded in occupying his time with the 
dance o f the frogs J

Yet some of them, modest euough to agree that nature has 
not said her last word for them, have wished- to see, in order 
to acquit their consciences; but as it happened that the 
phenomenon did not always come at their call, was not 
constantly ptwdwced at their will, and according to their mode 
of experimcwu*k>n, they have decided against i t ; notwith

standing their dictum , the tables, since tables there are 
continue to turn, and we can say with Galileo : and yet they 
suave / We will say more, that the facts have so generally 
multiplied that now they have the freedom of the city, and the 
only thing remaining is to give them a rational explanation. 
Can anything be inferred against the reality of the phenomena 
because they are not always produced in an exactly identical 
manner, according to the w ill or the requirements of the 
observer? Are the phenomena of electricity and chemistry 
not subordinated to certain conditions, and should they be 
denied because they cannot be produced outside of these 
conditions? Is there anything astonishing that the phenom
enon of the movement of objects by the human fluid should 
also have its conditions of being, and cease to be produced 
when the observer, viewing from his own standpoint, would 
make it follow his will, his caprice, or subject it to the laws 
of known phenomena, without considering that for new facts 
there may, and should be. new laws ? Now, to know these 
laws, the circumstances under which these facts are produced 
must be studied, and this study must be the fruit of sus
tained, attentive, and often very long observation.

Rut, object some, there is often evident fraud. We ask 
them first if they are very certain there is fraud, and if they 
have not taken as frauds effects for which they could see no 
cause, almost like that peasant who mistook a learned 
professor making experiments for an adroit sharper. Even 
supposing there may be sometimes fraud, would that be a 
reason for denying the fact ? Must we deny physics because 
there are prestidigitators who are decorated with the title of 
physicist ? Resides, we must take into account the character 

! of the persons and of the interest they might have to deceive.
1 Then it may be a pleasantry. One may truly amuse one’s 

self for a while, but a pleasantry indefinitely prolonged would 
be as tiresome for the mystifier as for the mystified. Finally, 
in a mystification that is propagated from one end of the 
world to the other, and among the gravest, most honorable 
and most enlightened people, there is something at least 
as extraordinary as the phenomenon itself.

[CON TIN VBD N IX T  m i l k . )

t  nun the f i t *  York Sun.

A S P IR IT U A L IS T  SEM IN A R Y.
T he Spiritualists are moving to establish a seminary for a 
1 new system of education at ReIvider®, N. J. Dr. S. B- 

Rrittan is the president of this association, and Miss Bell 
Rush is secretary. “ Friendship, love, and truth’’ is their 

i motto. They propose to raise a general endowment fund of 
£5,000 in two thousand shares of $2$ each, and they have an 
honorary board of some two hundred advisers, including 
the Hon. Henry G. Stebbins, Walt. Whitman, the Rev. O. B. 
Frothingham, Ole Bull, Miss Susan B. Anthony. Mr. Epes 
Sargent, the Hon. Alfred Burr, the Rev. Olympia Brown,

1 Anna Dickinson, William and Mary* Howiti, Baron de Potet, 
President of the Societe Magnetiquc, Paris; Lieut-Gea* 
Bassolls, ex-Mlnister of War, Madrid; Alexander W. Scott, 
Rear-Commodore Halifax, and Daniel Douglass Home, Cos
mopolitan. The seminary is to be conducted “with a view to 
the comprehensive nature and equal education of both sexes,”

1 and investments from liberal, spiritual, and reform societies 
! are hoped for.

T H E  B R E A K IN G  UP OF M A TE R IA L TH IN GS.

Dr. Erasmus Darwin has depicted the future breaking up oi 
material things as follows :—

“ Star after tU i from heaven's high arch vhall reek.
Suns aink on tuna, and iT t le n t  i r t t e w  cru n h j 
Headlong. ex tinct, to  one dark  centre tail.
And death , and night, and chaoa • in c le a t i :
Till o’e r th e  w rick . em erging tram  the Mono,
I mmortal natu re lifts her changeful form.
M ounts from her funeral p e r t  on tsm gs of Sam e.
And soars and thine*, another and the same "

Whether this will take place literally or not, in n» sense 
alters the fact that the possibility of it can be conceived and 
the realization of it imagined, which conception and imagina
tion themselves demonstrate the amazing greatness of the 
mind in which they are formed, and Its marvelloas superiority 

’ to the material thing* which it can thua deal with.

Ip vow Hesitate about paying >1.50 for on* years' sub
scription to the Scientist send in your name with a n ts  
and receive it on trial for three months, and at the end of 
that time discontinue or renew for the remainder of the year 
at Jl.oo. We are willing to trust r*n.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS AND ADVERTISING RATES.
S u b s c r i p t i o n * —TV« S n « m  AL V iw m r r  is puNished rr*ry  Thonday 

fay tk «  Su b a t u t  Fv MJBMIMC CoMPAWY, u k I  c m  b e  o b ta in e d  o f  a a y  a e w a d e a le r  ; 
o r  m i l  be  M M  et i  b e  fa llo w ia g  r o te s  .

Sla$1# C opy. On# Y e*r, $ 2 .5 0 ;  Six M o n th s. $1 .5 0 ; T h rs s  
M o n ths  $1 0 0 .
Ad t s r t l s s m s n t s .  —T be V i n r n r r  is a v e ry  good medium fa r  Advertise, 

m — >i. I t  b a s  a  U rg e  C srco U lto o  . i t  is p r e s e rv e d  for b in d in g ,  sod tb e  a d v e r t i s e 
m e n t  is o o t le s t  to  sneer s a i d  a  m a»a o f  o th e rs .  A d v e r t is e m e a ts  w ill be  in s e r te d  
a t  tb e  fa  Hem ta g  r a t e s : —

In s id e  P » f# , O n# S q u n rs . $1 .00  f irs t In se rtio n , an d  8 0  c ts . 
s n c h  s u b se q u e n t ln s s r tlo n . O u ts id e  p s ^ e , 2 0  c ts .  p e r  
11ns s s c h  ln s sr tlo n .
O o rrs d p o c d sn o s .—Correspondents wbo writ* letters consistiog o f per

sonal ocnvmosss are requested aot to esake them more than a quarter o f a cel* 
uma a  length. Letters containing important facu  or interesting new* may be 
l a a g e r  sometime.

AH c a m  m e a s e s  lions far the Editor, books far review. A c .  should be addressed 
L  G u a v  H ao w w , O ftce of the Spiritual Scientist, i l  E x c h a n g e  S tr e e t ,  Boston,

You II. A U G U S T  16. N0.X5

SPIRIT MESSAGES AGAIN.
We are glad to welcome to our columns so able and 

experienced an investigator o! Spiritualism as Mrs. 
Andrews. She is right in what she says of the triviality 
of tbe objections based on the bad grammar spoken by 
some of the spirits at Crittenden. When the Herald 
correspondent says of these spirits that if they "had not 
ventured into the domain of oratory, logic, and English 
Grammar, they would have incurred fewer liabilities of 
suspicion and detection by people of education and 
taste,” he merely shows that he has not been duly im
pressed by one of the most important and reasonable 
truths which Modern Spiritualism reveals, this, namely : 
an illiterate man, passing into'the spirit-world, does not 
at one? become an accomplished grammarian, and utter 
nothing but the most accurate English. The fool shows 
himself a fool still, and the rowdy a rowdy still. Mrs. 
Andrews is right, in saying that such objections as these 
-should not have passed without comment; but we took 
it for granted that our readers would detect their weak
ness.

With regard to the objection, of our having broached 
just at this time, so soon after Mrs. Conant's death, the 
subject of the injury done to Spiritualism by the Mes
sage Department of the Banner, we confess that we 
cannot admit its force. Ii was certainly better and more 
generous to speak out frankly n o w , when the “loving 
friends,” of whom Mrs. Andrews speaks, are alive to any 
injustice and readv lo resent it, than to wait till there 
might be no one sufficiently interested to stand up for 
the deceased medium. We have thrown out the truth 
just when her eulogists are most profuse in her praise, 
and we cannot help thinking that for this we chose the 
fitting moment. If Mrs. Conant’s friends “identify her 
with her mediumship,” then they do her great injustice ; 
for oftentimes very repulsive utterances would be made 
through her organism. Mrs. Andrews, it will be seen, 
coocurs with us fully in our estimate of the mischief 
done to Spiritualism by the thousands of unconfirmed, 
unauthenticated messages that have appeared in the 
Banner. Let us hope that Spiritualists generally will 
hereafter show their sense of the worthlessness of all 
ssch publications. Let them at least demand that some 
sort of proof shall be given, besides the mere testimony 
of a medium, that the message truly comes from a 
!y>ien, even though that Spirits’ identification with some 
particular person known to hare lived in this world may 
not be established.

Honest and Intelligent CRITICISM is the great 
want of Spiritualism to-day.

SPURIOUS PHENOMENA.
We mentioned in our edition of August 12 th that 

Dr. Carter, of New York, had testified to certain re
markable phenomena in photography, in which a Mrs. 
Jane C. Blake, of Brooklyn, N. Y., was the medium. 
Of Dr. Carter’s good faith and sincerity there can be no 
doubt; but we have received representations which led 
us to question the genuineness of the photographic phe 
nomena claimed for the mediumship of Mrs. Blake. Tilt- 
question, however, may as yet be regarded an open one. 
We shrink from doing Mrs. Blake the slightest injustice.

The deadliest enemies of Spiritualism at this time are 
the tricky mediums and the false pretenders to medium- 
ship. It would almost seem as if there were a class of 
malevolent spirits who, foreseeing the good that must 
come to humanity through the verification of immorta 1 
life by spiritual facts, are doing what they can to retard 
or obscu'e the truth by mixing up false manitestations 
with the’true, and by influencing mediums to aid them 
in their pernicious work. The public may rest assured 
that there are no persons more eager to detect frauds than 
Spiritualists themselves. A truly honest and intelligent 
medium ought to be able to say this to an investigator : 
“ I would not, if unprepared in mind, believe these mar 
vels on your assertion, and I do not ask you to believe 
them on m in t. Subject me, therefore, to all proper tests. 
I grant you that you may fairly assume that it is prim o 

f a d t  more probable that I am cheating than that a table 
is lifted to the ceiling by a spirit. I therefore shall not 
be wounded by your questioning my integrity, or exact
ing all tests consistent with the known limits of the 
capacities of the spirits and mediums."

Why should not all mediums take this frank, liberal, 
open ground ? Why should they be in the least disturbed 
because the human mind is slow to believe in marvels 
that contradict all its previous experiences and its no
tions of the possible ? Anything like rudeness or inso
lence on the part of an investigator should, of course, 
be resented, because it at once destroys the conditions 
and prevents that perfect passivity which the medium 
must attain to in order to have good results. But fair 
courteous skepticism modestly seeking the satisfactory- 
tests, should be encouraged instead of being allowed to 
excite the least discomposure.

FRANK WORDS TO SPIRITUALISTS.
It must be obvious to every thoughtful Spiritualist 

that it is important to the evolution of truth that there 
should be more than one organ of Spiritualism east of 
Chicago. There is too much at stake for us to trust the 
whole business of representing Spiritualism to any one 
man or establishment. Should it be objected that this re
mark is prompted by self interest and the wish to increase 
the circulation of the Spiritual Scientist, we reply that even 
were our motive thus exclusively selfish, the fact would 
remain— the fact, namely, that if we expect to get at the 
trutl), and chronicle it fairly and thoroughly, there must 
be some rivalry and competition.

Some three thousand dollars a year have been ex
pended, for several years in succession, to keep up the 
Message Department of the Banner of Light. A good 
part of this sum has been contributed by Spiritualists, in 
the belief that they have been aiding the cause by their 
donations. But many of our most enlightened investi
gators will tell you that more harm than good has been 
done to the Cause by the publication of these supposed 
spirit-communications. Their only value has been in 
revealing to us the fact that spirits can talk trash and 
commonplace as well as mortals in the flesh. But hav
ing learnt and admitted this fact, why keep up the publi
cation of these dribbling and easily oounterfeited
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discourses ? They have had their day and answered 
their purpose. We admit that spirits can prose, talk 
nonsense, and falsify science as well as dunces who have 
not yet quitted the mortal body. Having done their 
work, let these undeveloped spirits now yield the floor to 
mortal thinkers and students. Spiritualism m u s t  re  
p r o m o t e d  T o  a  h io h e r  p l a n e . Let every sincere 
Spiritualist aid in the work by sustaining that competi
tion, without which there must continue to be mediocrity, 
apathy and decay.

Friends of the Cause, will you aid us in the firm es
tablishment of an organ whose only object and effort 
will be the development and elucidation of the truth ?

A DONATION.

“APOTHEOSIS OF MRS. CONANT."
Under this startling caption our contemporaries of 

the Banner of Light, publish some of the laudatory 
notices of the late Mrs. Conant. Good gracious 1 
What/text? Isa  new religion to be instituted? Must 
Spiritualists be called upon to worship Mrs. Conant as a 
divinity ? The Pope contents himself with the mere 
c a n o n iz a t io n  of a devout brother or sister; he or she 
is made a simple s a i n t ; Catholics have not ventured 
further than this ; but the Banner wants an apotheosis !  
It would have us make of Mrs. Conant a goddess ! How 
would that dear, good lady have recoiled from adulation 
like this ! An apotheosis! Does the Banner really know 
what it means ? Let Noah Webster explain ; “ Apotheosis 
(from apo, from, and theos, god.) The act of elevating a 
mortal to the rank, and placing him among the number, 
of the gods; deification, consecration.” It is bombast 
like this that makes Spiritualism the laughing-stock of 
the cultivated classes. But the Banner’s blunder is of a 
piece with many of the utterances through Mrs. Conant, 
claiming to be scientific. What wonder that Spiritualism 
has been mistrusted and laughed at ? Is it not time for 
a little wholesome competition ?

LAKE PLEASANT.
Lake Pleasant Camp-meeting is a perfect grand success, 

and every Spiritualist who has paid the grounds a visit this 
year, must rejoice that the cause is so creditably represented. 
The gathering has been the largest that Spiritualism has ever 
known, the order and decorum equal to that of any camp
meeting given by a religious denomination. None can ex
cel it in this respect. It marks an era of good leeling. 
Mediums fraternize better than could be expected of sensitives 
under the conditions. The Association is fortunate in having 
the presence of some of the best mediums Spiritualists can 
boast. The test mediums have succeeded in giving general 
satisfaction, and it is safe to say that some missionary work 
is being done and good seed sown in a quarter that will bring 
forth good fruits. Mrs. Lutie Blair, the spirit artist. Mrs. 
Blandy, the Allen Boy, and Mrs. Thayer, are present and 
receiving general endorsement.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT.
We take this opportunity to acknowledge, with a deep sense 

of gratefulness, the many favors that have been extended to 
the Spiritual Scientist at Lake Pleasant. The kind words of 
encouragement and endorsement have aided us much, not 
only by inreasing our subscription list, but in making us see 
that many Spiritualists <Uti welcome an independent scientific 
paper and were determined that it should have sympathy and 
support. We greet many new subscribers this week; our 
little congregation has enlarged over one hundred in number 
from various sources ; friends we hope our style of preaching 
will suit, and that you will get others to take the Spiritual 
Scientist. The stronger we grow the better the paper; our 
motto is onward and upward.

Over Two H undred and  Firry Copies of the Spirit
ual Scientist were sold at Lake Pleasant last week. In ad
dition to this a number were given away. Our extra editioo 
this week will be much larger.

To the majority of our readers it will be news for them to 
hear that the Spiritual Scientist has been doing missionary 
work in Spiritualism during the past six weeks, by circulating 
a special edition of the Scientist, containing the Rules for 
forming a spirit-circle, and other information useful to new 
investigators, or enquirers, who are ignorant even of the 
claims advanced by Spiritualists. Nearly 20,000 copies have 
been issued, and over that number will be used before the 
Lake Pleasant Campmeeting is finished. The immense 
crowds that have come to Lake Pleasant, have been served 
freely, and many a one has gone into houses that only knew 
of Spiritualism through its enemies. We feel that great good 
has been and will be done in this way. Our particular object 
in mentioning the circumstance this week is to retorn thanks 
to W. W. Currier, of Haverhill; he noticed the rapid disappear 
ance of the papers, and glancing through the contents gave 
his opinion, that much good would be accomplished. A few 
hours later he handed us a handsome donation, saying that 
he wished to bear part of the expense, and took that method 
of expressing his appreciation of the energy of the manager 
of the Scientist, who, while laboring under a heavy load to 
carry the paper, was nevertheless advancing the cause by sow
ing in good soil, the ABC explanations of the leading 
points of Spiritualism.

This assistance was entirely unexpected ; indeed, we have 
never made any public call through our paper for money ; we 
knew that those of our readers who felt impressed to scad us 
money, would do so. The unseen powers have done much 
to place the Scientist on its present basis. In them we have 
p e r f e c t  FAITH. We shall tell an interesting story some day 
of trials, struggles and growth of the Spiritual Scientist 
Such incidents as the above will always have a pleasant place 
in our memory.

LEYMARIE’S CASE.
Leymarie, editor of the Revue Spirite in Paris, appealed, it 

will be remembered, from the sentence of the Court condemn
ing him to imprisonment for manifesting his belief it the 
spirit-photographs of Buguet. The higher court has confirmed 
the sentence of the lower, and Leymarie has now appealed to 
the Court of Cessation, where he hopes to have the judgment 
quashed. “1 do hope, ’ writes Mr. O'Sullivan, “that English 
and American Spiritualists will help him in his gallant and 
resolute struggle, not so much for himself as for the common 
cause.” We hope so too. Nothing could be such a mockery 
of all justice as the course of the French Courts towards 
Firman and Leymarie. The judges would seem to be mere 
tools in the hands of the Jesuits and the church party. 
Their pre-determination to punish the accused simply because 
they were Spiritualists, has been manifest from the first. 
But the blood of the martyrs is the seed of the church 
These brutal enemies of the truth will live to find that their 
malevolence and hostility have but helped the cause they 
hoped to crush.

PERSONAL PARAGRAPHS.
T he Hon. A lexander A xsakoft has contributed to the 

london Spiritualist -Researches on the Re-incarnation Specu
lations of French Spiritualists.'' He gives some interesting 
facts ia regard to the cause of Rivail a.ia, Allen Kardec in 
compiling nis works on Spiritualism. We shall re-publish 
the entire article, which is very able and interesting, in our 
next.

Mrs. Jencken, iorx  Kate Fox, who returned to England 
from her N ew  York visit early this month, has now two sons, 
Ferdinand, two years old, and Henry, five months old. ■
are remarkable mediums. To see spirit-forms, and In laugh 
at them, is of daily occurrence with both. Mr. Jenckcn 
writes (Aug. 20, 1875): -Only fancy, last night, little Freddy 

crib and earned across the room intowas taken out of his crib > 
his mother's arms, so gently that even our 
surprise did not wake him. They then rapped out 

......................... I influence

exclamation of
down pillow,—"We move him to tweak the!

Mr. W. F. Poole, librarian of the Chicago Public Library, 
is deservedly severe on Bancroft, the historian, for his how. 
erroneous. unphilosophtcsJ treetment of the New EngUnd 
Witchcraft cacitement of 169a. He has wholly misconceived 
the nature of the phenomena and misrepresented their Cannes. 
He seems to have merely copied the late Mr. Upham's blun
ders When will some Spirit nslist write the true hit wry «f 
this witchcraft delusion ?
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P henomenal

ike L om iom  Spraal Maguiiw.
MESMERISM.

W  G E O R G E  S E X T O N , L L .D .

OK tpeakmg <* the phenomena which we observe at the 
present time in what is called the spint circle, we are 

repeate<Jy met with the exclamation, “ Oh, that's simply 
Mesmerism'"  As though such an expression afforded a 
satisfactory sotatioo of the entire problem involved. Many 
and many a time mhen the remark has been made that what 
we call Spiritualism is nothing in the world bst Mesmerism,
I have tamed to the person making the observation and 
said, “ We*, what's that ? ” which has generally provoked the 
answer, “ Mesmerism ! why that's — that's — Mesmerism." 
Exactly to ! Bat then such a statement will hardly afford us 
any explanation of what the thing is. And what is very 
singular in ooanactioa with this matter, is that most of the 
people who wow .tall back upon Mesmerism, as an explanation 
of Spiritualism, ware a few years ago found offering as violent 
opposition So Mesmerism as to-day they manifest against 
Spiritualism Indeed, it is very questionable whether very- 
many of them believe in Mesmerism now, and they do but 
therefore employ the term for the purpose of getting out of 
the difficulty by repeating parrot-like a word which to their 
minds either conveys no idea at all or serves to represent 
facts in which they have no faith.

No doubt a large number of the phenomena of Spiritualism 
are exactly analogous in their character to those which have 
been known by the name of Mesmerism ; but then there is 
one important difference to be observed, even in these, which 
will mark a distinction between them, of so wide a nature, as 
to justify us in oMegating the former to the agency of disem
bodied spirits, while we look upon the latter as resulting from 
the action of the human mind, still connected with a material 
organization, in the Mesmeric trance, the manifestations that 
take place on the part of the person operated upon, are all 
very largely subservient to the will of the operator ; indeed, it 
is only by the influence of such will that the trance itself is 
produced. Now, in connection with Spiritualism, the medium 
falls into a trance, of an exactly analogous character; but 
where is the operator ? The manifestations that occur clearly 
spring from some mind, outside that of the affected person, 
but where is the mind that is thus active in producing the 
effects? The medixm is thrown into a trance by a volition ! 
not his own—the duration of the sleep is determined by the 
same power—the phenomena that occur clearly manifest an 
intelligence other than that of the passive agent through 
whom they come, and at the end the trance is terminated, 
and the person who has been the subject of it is restored to 
his normal condition ; his own will having had no part in the 
production of anything that has taken place. Now, as all 
this occurs in the absence of any operator in a material con
dition—following up the analogy cf the facts presented by 
Mesmerism—we are bound logically to seek for such operator 
elsewhere. And when, therefore, the intelligence which is 
thus displayed, proclaims itself to be a denizen of the spirit- 
world, and gives innumerable proofs of the truth of the state
ment, there is no escape from the conclusion that spiritual 
agency it la operation. Thus Mesmerism itself, so far from 
furnishing ns with a material explanation of the spiritual . 
phenomena, forms a sort of stepping-stone to Spiritualism, 
and points unmistakably in that direction. Mesmerism leads 
logically to Spiritualism, and 1 know of no one who has 
devoted himself with assiduity asd a philosophic habit ol 
mind to the former, who has not eventually become landed l 
in the latter. Dr. Eliotson, and Dr. Ashburner, twenty-five 
yean ago, were the most ardent and enthusiastic advocates 
ol  Mesmerism anywhere to be met with, and with all dogmatic 
Materialists, rejecting in l i t  everything connected with 
spirit and spiritual existences. I think I may with justice 
ascribe my own materialistic opinions, which darkened the 
beat years of my life, to the influence mainly of the teaching 
of Dr. Eliotson. I looked upon him, when I was a young 
mao of tnonty, as one of the most able and certainly one ol 
the most conscientious men ol his time, and ia that opinion 1 
was assuredly not far wrong. He sacrificed an Income of at

least five or six thousand a year through boldly proclaiming 
what he believed to be the truth in connection with the 
subject of Meimerism, which was then, and is still to some 
extent, looked upon as being allied to the most outrageous 
quackery. Dr. Ashburner, lor a long time most dogmatic in 
his materialistic views, became convinced that Spiritualism 
was a great truth, which he accordingly embraced anti 
advocated. He saw clearly and acknowledged that Mes
merism, if pursued to its legitimate end, must lead to Spirit 
ualism. This change of opinion on his part so much rnraged 

| Dr. Eliotson that a most intimate friendship of many years 
Was almost, if not entirely, stvered. Dr. Eliotson for a long 
time after this treated Spiritualism with the greatest possible 
contempt, holding that those who advocated it must be knaves 
or fools, or probably a little of both. He would hardly 
listen to anyone who attempted to speak on the subject of 
spirit at all, since he clung dogmatically to matter as capable 
of accounting for all the phenomena of mind. He pursued 
bis investigations, however, most earnestly in the study of 
Mesmerism, and in the end,followed his friend Ashburner in 
accepting Spiritualism as the only means of explaining the 
phenomena which he was constantly observing. I believe I 
am correct in saying that all the Mesmerists of any note in 
that day became Spiritualists. Intimate friends of my own, 
who took an interest in the phenomena of Mesmerism, 
embraced Spiritualism in such numbers that I looked upon it 
myself as a sort of mania. As is well known, 1 stood out 
until very recently, but was ultimately compelled like the 
rest to give way before the force of overwhelming evidence. 
When any one, therefore, quotes Mesmerism as an explana
tion of Spiritualism, he only shows how limited iŝ his infor
mation regarding either the one or the other.

Thus I think it will be perfectly clear to any man who will 
take the trouble to took into the matter, candidly and 
impartially, and to redect without bias upon the numerous 
facts which are constantly occurring around us in con
nection with this subject, that none of the theories that I 
have named can prove of the slightest value in helping us to 
an explanation of these mysterious phenomena. The facts 
occur and occur so abundantly that it is far too late in the 
in the day to attempt to dispute them, and we have a right, 
therefore, to demand of those who refuse to admit our mode 
of accounting for them to furnish us with some sort of an 
explanation of the agency by which they arc produced. Of 
course, I am perfectly well aware that it does not follow 
logically that our theory is the true one, because no other 
has been found sufficient tor the purpose. Uut I do maintain 
that the conclusion at which we have arrived is an induction 
from the facts as perfect as any to be found in connection 
with any other branch of science. Take Astronomy, or 
Chemistry, or Physics, and tell me where there is any theory 
which has been reached by an induction more perfect than 
that which has guided us to a belief that Spiritualism is true ; 
and when in addition to the perfect induction from the facts 
We add the demonstration which we have again and again 
received by the evidence of sense, there is no escaping the 
conclusion that what is called Spiritualism is a great and 
important truth, the value of which it is impossible for us 
correctly to appreciate.

MAUD E. LORD.

Wx are in receipt of a letter from Mrs. Maud E. Lord, from 
which we glean the following:

She left Boston the first week in July, and is now in Pond 
du Lac, Wisconsin. She remained one week in Saustrad, 
Canada, and one night at Couticook. While in this section, 
she met many unacquainted with the phenomena of Spiritu
alises, but anxious to investigate. In Detroit the met many 
upper classes and achieved signal success. In Lima, Ohio, 
she gave taro seances, and these were attended by the most 
prominent residents of the place, who were so well pleased 
that they offered her one hundred dollars an evening to 
return. In the daytime even, the Spirits made a fine display 
of their hands by materializing from under the sofa, and 
handing out the guitar and bells. In Chicago she gave three 
seances that were fully appreciated. She fills an engagement 
in Berlin, WIs, this week, and a few days later intends to 
start for California, stopping a few days In Chicago, and 
Quincy, III. Letters addressed to Quincy will reach her.

••'tS
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CATHOLICS QUOTING SPIRITUALISTS.

By an article in the London Medium and Daybreak (we wish 
our contemporary would drop one half of his title—why j 

not Medium simply ?) our attention is called to tile fact that 
the Catholics do not, when it serves their purpose, disdain to 
give weight to some of their dogmas by quoting Spiritualists 
as authority. A writer in the Westminster Gazette, a Catho
lic organ, in replying to an opponent who' upholds the old 
heathenish idea of the resurrection of the natural body, lay* 
several Spiritualist writers under contribution as authority. 
Among them being W. M. Wilkinson, Allan Kardec, and “Hon- J 
estas,” a contributor to Mr. Burns’s “Human Nature.” “It is j 
rather odd,” says our contemporary, “to see the Church 
bolstering up the Bible and refreshing its philosophy from j 
the deductions of writers on Spiritualism.” The following are 
the remarks of the Catholic controversialist referred to :—

In alluding to the seed cast into the ground, St. Paul sup-; 
plies the key to the mystery of the Resurrection. The seed 
consists of two parts, and of these one dies to furnish nour
ishment for the other. The germ that exists in each seed 
swells with the moisture of the ground, and the perisperm. i 
or cotyledon, which nourishes its tissues, perishes when it | 
has done its work. The seed that dies in one part lives in j 
the other, and thus faithfully represents mortal man. His 
natural body dies, but out of it springs that spiritual body on | 
which our continuity depends, and in which the souls at rest | 
enjoy the presence of Christ in Paradise. This resurrection j 
takes place at the hour of death, when the spiritual body, I 
which is even now within us, rises from its grave—from the 
grave, that is, of the old body—the natural body, which fast J  
falls into decay, and becomes in some form or other the life 
of other animals, plants, and men. It could not be claimed { 
at the last day for one individual without taking somewhat 
from the bodies of innumerable others. This is so evident 
that no one of common understanding before whom it is laid 
thinks of denying it. Yet the Church Herald does not scru
ple to call Mr. McColl hard names because he maintains it.

The general resurrection at the second coming of Christ, 
in which, as Catholics, we are bound to believe, will consist 
I, of those saints who, having already been raised from the 
dead, will come with Christ; and 2, those who, being alive on 
earth at his coming, will suddenly be changed as if by death, 
yet without dying, and will become spiritual bodies— will 
become like Christ, and like those who went before them to 
the spirit-world, and who will meet them with the Lord “in 
the air,” all which is plainly revealed by St. Paul in his First 
Epistle to the Thessalonians. This simple account of the 
matter will be found to solve numerous difficulties, and har
monize with every part of the Holy Scriptures. Man/  valu
able hints on the subject may be found in a work entitled 
“Primeval Man Unveiled.” 1871.

It is of the utmost importance to have a sound faith on this 
head, for infidels on all sides are exposing the absurdity of 
the vulgar belief in the resurrection of the natural body, 
which cannot rise again, for reasons that are obvious to re
flective minds. Sir Thomas Btowne said admirably in his 
“Religio Medici 1" “The type and spirit of all Qur actions is 
the resurrection but in order to be so it must be ri W 
understood. The utter separation of the soul from eml
ment of every kind after death is directly contrary to every j 
part of Scripture, and at variance with the dictates of reason. 1 
Mind can operate on mind only through an organism. “Every
thing spiritual” says Baring Gould, “is clothed,” and Cicero 
himseli perceived the same truth, for he wrote, “Aperta sim
plex que meus, nulla re adjunct* qua sentire possit, fugere 
intelligentiu- nostra- vim et notionem videtur.” (“De Natura 
Deorum,” Lib. i. II.) “A mere naked mind, without the 
addition of anything by which it may perceive and feel, seems 
to escape all the acuteness and conception of our understand
ing.” “Immediately after the death of the body,” says W. 
ML Wilkinson, “the spiritual body enters into the spiritual 
world, or intermediate state, or hades, and there it associates 
with the other inhabitants of that world.” “Within our 
coarser earth-body dwells an ether-body, which derives its 
elementary sustenance from the ether or odic element, from 
out which this visible ponderable world has gone forth.” 
(Ifrom Nature, by Honestas,) “A slight material tissue," 
says Louis Figuer, “animated by life, a vaporous, diaphanous 
drapery of living matter, such do we represent the super
human being to our fancy.” “Le principe intermediare, ou 
perisprit,” says Allan Kardec, “est la substance semi-materi- 
elle qui serf de premiere enveloppe a l’esprit, et unit l’ame et 
le corps.” “The intermediate principle, or periaprite, is the 
semi-material substance which serves as the first envelope of 
the spirit, and unites the soul and the body.”

And this spirit-body be it remembered, is not a figment of 
the imagination. Its existence is revealed to us in the 
Bible ; the departed have been seen in it times without num

ber ; and it alone enables us to believe in the Catholic doc' 
trine of the resurrection with an intelligent and lively faith.

If this Catholic writer wants any more arguments and 
proofs in support of the reality of a spirit body coexistent 
with the natural, he can find them in Epcs Sargent's “Proof 
Palpable of Immortality.”

From the l-oodcm S|*ntu*]ml.

CONDITIONS FAVORING SUCCESSFUL MANIFES
TATIONS.

AH letter by Mr. O’Sullivan recently published in The 
Spiritualist about Mr. Firman’s stances in the presence 

of Parisan Lawyers, raises the question “ What are the con- 
ditions which most favor the evolution of physical manifesta
tions ? ” We have not seen that “ timidity on the part of the 
manifesting spirits” has much to do with success or failure in 
the result, unless the spirits have never used the method of 
communication before, so do not think that Mr. O’Sullivan's 
ideas about the timid nature of certain spirits was an impor
tant element in the case.

One very influential condition favoring good manifestations 
is that the medium shall be thoroughly comfortable and 
happy, and have full confidence in all the spectators present, 
so as to easily pass into the unconscious trance state, without 
the slightest fear of the occurrence of anything disagreeable. 
Tricks played by rough persons at seances might result in the 
medium waking in the next world instead of this one. 
Another favoring condition is that the medium shall have had 
no tearn s in the earlier part of the day, because all manifes
tations drain the vital powers of the medium, and if these 
powers are drawn upon during the first part of the day he 
may not recover his full vitality by the evening. A third 
condition, attention to which often results in splendid seances, 
is this—that the medium shall go to bed in the middle of the 
day, after a good meal, and take several hours' sound sleep ; 
then, when thus thoroughly refreshed in mind and body, only 
a light meal, such as tea, should be taken before the statue. 
. Lastly, if there is any break or interval in the statue during 

the evening, the medium should go out into the open air for 
ten minutes or a quarter of an hour. If the conditions are 
good, materialization manifestations during the first part of 
the evening are usually ten minutes or a quarter of an hour 
before they begin ; but if there is a break in the stance of say 
fifteen or thirty minute?' duration, when the medium after
wards enters the cabinet again the materialization will begin 
almost at once—in fact, in the very act of shutting the 
curtains or door of the cabinet a spirit-hand and arm may 
come out and clutch the observer who is doing it At dark 
statues, if the spirits have once got up the power, lights may 
be struck very frequently at times when they give permission, 
yet the manifestalines will begin again the instant the lights 
are put out, the phenomena being in no way weakened appar
ently by the interval of absence of darkness. Thus when the 
spirits have accumulated power from a medium in the dark, 
there appears to be a great deal of that power hanging about 
him afterwards in the light The movement of solid objects 
without being touched, and other strong manifestations which 
sometimes occur in the light, are more likely to occur If the 
circle sits previously for a quarter of an hour in darkness, 
and all the other conditions which are known to favor ssani- 
festations are supplied.

Another point may be mentioned in relation to the recent 
stances with the lawyers in Paris. A medium is a mesmeric 
sensitive, and if those about the medium encourage him by 
asserting very positively that the seance is certain to be a 
success, it will do a very great deal towards bringing about 
that result; whereas, if they talk seriously to the medium, 
pointing out how important it is that the statue shall be 
successful, thus inducing a state of anxiety of mind about the 
results, it is one of the surest methods of stopping manifesta
tions altogether.

Science or SriltrruAUSM. A trance address deftvered 
by J. J. Morse, of England, in Boston. The only address 
that was phonographically reported in full. Revised and 
corrected by the guides of Mr. Morse. For sale at the Seat 
on the grounds at Lake Pleasant, or at the odke, i»-txrkang" 
Street, Boston. Pries five cents, in pamphlet form.
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THE EDDY FAMILY, MRS. CONANT, etc.

To rue Editor of the Scientist  :—I was sorry to see 
in your issue of August 12th, the strictures of the correspon
dent of the Boston Herald, upon the F.ddy manifestations,

XWished with remarks which seemed rather favorable than 
rwise to the writer, whose testimony is so inimical, both 
in its spirit and its matter, to William Eddy as a medium. 

Sorely this young man whose early life was one of martyrdom 
to the cause, has suffered enough from the opponents of 
Spiritualism, without having suspicions cast upon him at 
second hand by Spiritualists, who know nothing from obser 
ration to his disadvantage. I would have fair and full investi
gation, and am more than willing to give a hearing to both 
sides of any open question ; but to present to the readers of 
the Scientist a communication, evidently written with the 
intention of casting suspicion upon the genuineness of the 
phenomena, at Chittenden, without any accompanying 
remarks which might qualify such adverse influence, seems to 
me worse than a waste of valuable space in a paper which so 
heartily endorses Col. Olcott's book. This book depends 
almost wholly for its interest upon the thoroughness and relia
bility of the author's investigation of the mediumship of the 
Eddys, while if those manifestations at Spirit Yale be fairly- 
represented by the correspondent of the Boston Herald, they 
certainly could not have forced upon a disinterested, patient, 
and determined investigator a conviction of their genuineness.

If there were any evidence offered in the quoted letter 
which cwuld be regarded as in any way conclusive against the 
genuineness of the manifestations referred to, or which had

n the subject, it 
testimony before

most elementary work on chemistry or physics, instead of 
stating as facts what can by no possibility' be received as 
such, by any one who has any knowledge of the simplest and 
most indisputable scientific truths, I think their replies to 
anxious inquirers had better be omitted.

It may be that the personal communications published in 
the message department, sometimes, perhaps not unfrequently, 
carried with them intrinsic evidence of tneir genuineness to 
those most interested, but to the general reader, they had
certainly nothing to recommend them, and were, therefore, 
out of place. In cases where the genuineness of communica
tions can only be proven to the individual addressed, they

any value whatever as throwing light upoi 
might be a matter of conscience to set sucn testimony 
your readers; but absolutely nothing is proven by the state-

had best be confined to the circle room.
In common, therefore, with many true Spiritualists, and 

good friends to the Banner, I hope that the space hitherto 
given to these very questionable communications, may here
after be devoted to something more worthy of general atten
tion, and better calculated to inspire respect in the minds of 
sensible people. Louisa A ndrews.

MISS DOTEN ON THE EDDY PHENOMENA.
In a letter ;o the Boston Sunday Herald, Miss Lizzie 

Doten writes:—
“I cannot produce one single fact as positive evidence that 

fraud has been practiced on the fart of the Eddy Brothers. 
I attended eighteen seances. During that time no spirit pur
porting to come especially to me appeared upon the platform ;

to tort
direction.”
therefore, I had no opportunity to form an opinion in that

ments made except that the writer was dissatisfied with what 
he saw and heard; —for instance, with such facts as these, 
vtM, that Honto did not fly over the heads of the circle as well 
as over the railing—that the materialized shawls seemed “ not 
unlike mosquito netting” and were declared by certain “carp
ing individuals,” who did not examine them, to be nothing 
else—and srorst of all, that the spirits of those who did not 
enjoy the advantages of culture while on earth, failed, when 
returning in form, to speak with that grammatical accuracy 
which is considered bv the writer so essential to the utter
ance c t any truths worthy to be taught by spirits, or listened 
to by mortals

It is highly probable that the fishermen of Galilee, some
times clothed the truths they taught in " language deficient 
of the common rules of syntax,” and yet many believe that a 
“ superhuman wisdom" inspired the thoughts so humbly clad. 
It may be that a study of English grammar is not considered 
so essential on the other side, as to induce those who go over 
ignorant of its requirements to give to it their first and undi- 
vtded attention, even although i
perc,
heart

attention, even although 
hance shock the ears and

in returning, 
the taste of

thev
their

should
critical

In reading the last number of the Scientist, my attention 
was also drawn to the remarks upon the “ Message Depart
ment” of the Banner of Light. I felt sorry that anything 
should be said just now. when the hearts of loving friends 
are still sore from their recent loss, calculated to wound 
those who identify Mrs. Cooant with her mediumship. Still, 
since the subject has been broached, it seems to me right to 
say that I, in common with many readers of the Banner, have 
always regretted to see in it communications, claiming to be 
from spirits, which could not but be utterly worthless to 
those who demand some evidence of genuineness, in any and 
every form of manifestation, before attaching to it any value 
whatever.

Most of the messages and letters were in no way authenti
cated, and the answers to questions upon scientific subjects, 
were often so evidently the utterances of ignorance—igno
rance even of the commonest and most indisputable facts in 
natural science—that it was impossible for any person of 
average intelligence and education to accept them as the 
teachings of advanced spirits. That Mrs. Conant was 
sincere, t think few will question ; even those who are not 
Spiritualists speak of her with respect as an earnest-minded 
and excellent woman.

1 know k ban long been a subject of real regret with many 
interested ia the advance of Spiritualism and the success of 
the Banner, that space should be given in it to matter which 
not only carried no weight, but actually did much harm in 
giving tk t hnprrssicm that brlttvtrs in Spiiitnalism  v er t 
rtady to artrpt mny a»4tvtrytking o frrtd  to them as spiritual 
-------- J sr, with a faith as bTin '

Miss Doten thinks that the phenomena at both the light 
and dark circles, through Horatio Eddy, were as “clear an 
evidence of spiritual power, as is ever found in such manifes 
tations that there were many proofs of a superior intelli
gence in the verbal communications ; and that H. E. must 
be “either one of the greatest mediums or the greatest 
geniuses of the age.

It is evident that the impression carried away by Miss 
Doten, was a mixed one ; that while she saw irresistible evi
dence pf an abnormal power, which we cannot reconcile with 
any admitted notions of our simple human capacities, she 
saw some things that were doubtful and unsatisfactory. But 
may it not be that much that raises suspicion as likely to be 
produced by the tricks or subterfuges of mediums, is after all 
the work of spirits, either wantonly cheating, or supplementing 
their actual powers by questionable performances ? May it 
not be that a medium, completely entranced, may be placed in 
an equivocal position by an operating spirit just to mystify 
and confuse the spectators ? Miss Doten is herself a medium, 
and we hope she will some day give'us an analysis of her 
mediutristic sensations and experiences. Uniting the in
tuitional with the reflective faculty, at once subject and object, 
her criticisms possess a peculiar value.

MRS. GUPPY’S MEDIUMSHIP.

T' hat celebrated English Spiritualist, Benjamin Coleman,
I  of Upper Norwood, England, in a recent letter to an 

i friend, remarks : “ I cannot imagine anything mere 
;es. Take, for

•snununtrons. iTind as to Kinder all dis
crimination between proven facts and unfounded assertions, 

true wisdom and wwrds utterly destitute of any
worth, and often betraying the grossest ignorance on the part 
of the speaker or the tnspirer.

As an earnest Spiritualist, and one long interested in the 
Banner, f hope that in the future none but well authenticated 
■cariltrs will be given. Until spirits come who can teach us 
something, at least as valuable as can be learned front the

American friend, remarks :
’ astounding than some of my own experiences, 
instance, one of the many I have had with Mrs. Guppy I 
saw at the bottom of a long garden a number of rabbits 
running about, and, without saying anything to any one, I 
wrote on tbe back of a letter, a request, and returned the 
letter to my pocket. Half an hour after, 1 went with Mr. 
and Mrs. Guppy to a dark room at the back of the house, 
and, refusing to tell the medium what I was going to ask for, 
(because I had the erroneous idea that it was necessary to 

, place her en rapport in thought with the object wished, and 1 
wanted to test that)," she said : “ I don’t think you will gtt it 

, unless you name it.” “ But on my appealing to the spirits to 
say what 1 must do, they said 1 need not name it, and I did 
not. The gaa was put out, and, in one minute 1 felt a sudden 
thrust into my halt open waistcoat, and pulled out a Urge 
living rabbit, black and white, which 1 showed, by the wiling 
on the letter, was what I had requested the Spirit to bring to 
me. The distance was about 200 yards.”

Mrs. Guppy's mediumship has many points of resemblance 
to that of Mrs. Thayer, of Boston. Both these • ladies are 
especially favored by spirits in the matter of flowers. The 
recent seance with Mrs. Thayer under test conditions at Dr. 
Storer’s room, was highly satisfactory, and resul ted in the 
complete vindication of the genuineness of her mediumship.

The Spiritualist Societies of Brussels are preparing - to 
meet io Conference in the month of September, with a view 
to forming a Belgiaa Federation on the model of the British 
National Association of Spiritualists.
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^OHHESPOpDEKTS.

A NEW DEPARTURE FROM MATERIALISM.
B Y  C H A R L E S  S O T H E K A N , SO C . R O S. C R U C , A U T H O R  A N D  

E D IT O R .

To the Editor o f the Spiritual Scientist:
Care Frater.—Your columns are ever open to the dis

cussion of all that may be urged in favor of, as well as 
against. Spiritualism. Your aim appears to be scientific, in 
its highest aspect, that is, that nothing shall be taken for 
granted unless it has been demonstrated by the clearest and 
most irrefragible proof. To aid your object, 1 enclose you 
the following extracts from a lecture on “ The Gods of 
Superstition and the God of Science,” recently delivered in 
New York by D. M. Bennet, the Editor and Proprietor of 
the “ Truth Seeker,” a fortnightly journal, devoted to polemi
cal subjects, a rationalistic of rationalistic prints. Mr. 
Bennet is by nature a decided materialist, and I am certain 
you will be glad to hail so evident a disposition on his part 
to accept Spiritualistic Truth.

“ The views here advanced upon the Deity and the mod, 
essentially materialistic, or Universe-alistic, as they are, do 
not mitigate against the belief in a future existence in spirit 
life. That belief is based on the theory, that, in the economy 
of nature, while we are developing our physical bodies in 
this earthly stage of existence, we are also perfecting another 
finer body or counterpart, of rare and subtile forms of matter, 
comprising all the organs and parts our cruder organirations 
do, and that, at the dissolution of this coarser, rudimental 
body, the finer organization is liberated, and commences its 
independent existence, but is really composed of matter, and 
pertains and belongs to the Universe just as much as our 
coarser bodies do.

“ Our Spiritualistic friends believe our former companions 
who have departed from our sight are able to return to us, to 
see us and hold communication with us, by means of natural 
laws and forces.

“ Thousands of persons, and among them some of the most 
brilliant minds of the age, have been paying great attention 
to this subject, and have become fully satisfied that all human 
beings have a continued, conscious, individual existence. 
Men of Science have devoted years of patient, earnest inves
tigation to this subject, and feel as thoroughly convinced 
that we have a spiritual existence as that we nave a physical.

“ Our own personal opportunities of investigation in this 
direction, have not been extensive ; but we are free to admit 
that we have received proofs of an intelligence disconnected 
with physical bodies, which we cannot ignore; and until 
some more rational theory, explaining this class of phenomena 
is advanced, we are compelled to believe in a continued 
existence after death. The concurrent testimony of numerous 
personal friends of intelligence and honesty, of the proofs 
they have received of a similar character, commands our 
candid consideration, and we feel no disposition to pooh-pooh 
it away. On the other hand we hope it is true, and are glad 
if it is. The belief is a happy one, and greatly enlarges our 
estimate of the grandeur of tne glorious Universe, of which 
we are all infinitesimal parts.

“ We by no means accept all the claims set forth by those 
styling themselves spiritual mediums. A large proportion— 
perhaps -une teen-twentieths of them — are charlatans and 
frauds, wholly unworthy our confidence ; but that among all 
this chaff there are many grains of the real wheat we fully 
believe.

“ Spiritualism is justly entitled to the credit of demonstra
ting to mankind, that they have a dual or continued existence 
after this rudimental life, as well as for great aid rendered in 
demolishing the errors of superstition ; and despite all the 
shams and deceptions that have been connected with it, we 
must concede it great merit for what it has accomplished.

“ A belief in a continued existence does not imply a belief 
in immortality. Immortality means an endless existence. 
That ours had one end—a beginning—is pretty clear. That 
it extends no farther back than the time we were begotten, is 
most reasonable. That our mentality partakes of the char
acteristics of our parents and ancestors, as fully as our bodies 
do, cannot bo successfully denied. The peculiar traits and 
mental similarities running in nations, tribes and families can 
have no other explanation. The theory of re-incarnation, or 
the eternal existence of mortals, as individuals, in the past 
and in the future, therefore appears untenable. Human 
beings have their beginning as individuals, when they arc 
begotten, precisely as with the lower orders of animal life, 
and vegetable life also. Having then, settled the fact that 
we Had one end—a beginning—we are forced to the logical 
conclusion, that at some time in the future we must come to 
♦he other—the close of individual existence. We cannot

conceive of anything in the Universe having a beginning, but 
what must also have an end. How far in the future the close 
of our individual existence may be, cannot be known, but we 

1 trust it may be thousands of years.”
I know you will hope that this pronuncuunente of a noted 

materialist, will lead to equally beneficial results in other 
quarters, and that even, if many of your antagonists do not 
accept as much as Mr. Bennett appears to, yet they will have 
a little more charity towards Possessors of and Teachers 
after Truth, as conscientious as themselves, and will cease 
“ running mucks” Beardlike among individuals with whom 
they do not agree. The llth day of the month, Mecklr.

A REMARKABLE METHOD OF COMMUNICATING.
Ed. Scientist.—S ir :—Referring to an article in the late

S. F. Common Sense, concerning experiments made by me 
with a rod (a common walking stick) which, when held at one 
end by two persons, one of whom must be a medium, will, 
with the opposite end, point out the letters of the alphabet, 
so as to spell messages, permit me to say that it is a pure 
conjecture on my part—an article of faith if you will, that the 
influences are spiritual. It is such another conjecture as that 
the moon is the cause of the tides. She may and she may 
not be. I am content to believe that she is, for I know of no 
other better or half so good—and so of the unseen influence. 
However, unlike the tidal theory, and many other scientific 

\ theories that rest mainly on the authority of men who bear 
the reputation of being brilliant “ discoverers,” this other 
rests on no authority but its own ; the influence in question 

| persists in asserting its own separate and distinct individuality,
! and will not be beaten or argued out of it I can conceive of 
no other cause than the one claimed that can even approach 

| to an explanation of the phenomenon. Farthermore, unlike 
many popular articles of scientific faith, it is supported by an 

l interminable display of phenomena. 1 consider, therefore, 
j  that it is fairly entitled to pass unchallenged and unchalleng 
| able. However it is very different as regards the identity of 
the Spirit. For example. Dr. Doddridge, coming back, Does 
not sustain the character of Dr. Doddridge when alive; and 

1 1 am bound to say the same of many who have addressed 
me, as my deceased relatives and friends whom 1 had known 

; long and well when upon earth. Perhaps, although I trust 
i not, their natures, or affections rather, have so changed by the 
| transition from time to eternity as to account for their 
altered demeanor. Beyond a doubt Spiritualists have sprung 
a mine which promises very precious ores, but in what 
proportion the dross is mixed up with the real gold, I think 

j cannot yet be told. I am,
William Christie.

Dunedin, New Zealand, A ustralia, July, 1875.

E X  .V / fi/ lO  N IH IL -E l T.
To the Editor o f the “ Spiritual Scientist."

F r a t e r :—I have read with much astonishment the “lead 
ing” letter inserted in your valuable periodical, in which one 
George Cor ban insidiously indicts myself and others for mis
leading your readers, falsifying facts, and attributing a partici
pation in the Rosie Mysteries to individuals who have no 
true status therein.

Such a concoction simply merits contempt; and with that I 
shall treat this puerile series of negations, notwithstanding 
the writer has in one and the same breath styled my essay 00 
Cagliostro an “able” one, and myself inferenbally a “liar. ’

“Every bullet has its billet” is an old adage;— in this in
stance a lamentably wide shot has scored “Zero."

To those who are genuinelv anxious, and seek with abnega
tion for information, I will freely impart—having freely re
ceived, or becoming not being made — to those having 
authority through +  +  +  +  +  +  +  and the “M. C ~  
will my credentials, engraved on the tablets, be freely dis
played—to those who may remain passive spectators, atten 
lively waiting for the true light. Lumen Lum uu, I would 
recommend the following lines from Cicern to meet present 
requirements;—

“Nihil est tain volocre quam maledictum, nihil facilnss 
emittitur, nihil citius excipitur, nihil Indus dissipatur.”

Yours respectfully in spirit,
C h a r l e s  S o t h e r a n ,

SocieUtis Ros* Cruris, of Memphis, of Mixraim, e t. . .
W e are anxious that the coming winter should be one of 

work such as the movement has not seen. To caamsrnre it, 
to continue it, and to finish it, extend the circulation of the 
SriatTUAL Scientist. We are ready to do anything that 
may be suggested to promote this work. Free cqpalm. sa 
specimens, may be had in any quantity, and we should like to 
see a movement set on foot, that would place a specimen of 
the Spiritual Scientist in every house la the United 
States.
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i I at the circle cooaiet of from three or
___ ^ -------  -  a__  ,  ~ ***dividual* about the same number of each sex. Sh

V T T V t**”” ** T* k PV*P*T] round an uncovered wooden table, with all the palms
?***‘" - V f 1.*11 * *  • “ * * ■ '« «  *“  M  Ik. hind, o . ia lop k , I «  Whc.her ih* C „d ,

__ touch each other or nut ia uaually of no unportance.
I by the controlling Any table will do, ju»t large enough to conveniently 

1 by any one 1 aecommodate the sitters. The removal of a hand frvun 
the table far a few aeconda doee no harm ; but when 

i, per hap the beat authority of , one of the aittera break, the circle by leaving the table
has pronounced hit peyebo- j it sometimes, but not always, very conuderably delays
r oroer.

Dr. Wdks » permuted to refer to a.
‘ i  ba e bean cured by tus stsum of practice 

others had failed.

Lippitt; M. A. (One), of Loodon; Dr. W —  H ifct 
man, of Liverpool, E n g; M m . H. P. H l w l i t y
Charles Sotheran, Editor of The Hibtiopettrt | Emma
Hardinge Britten; Hon. Aleaander Aksakoff, o f  St. 
Petersburg ; Prof. N. D. Wagner, University o f St.

; Mrs Fauna A. Wood, translator of Ear- 
dec'a works; “ Hiraf,” the eminent Occultist; Prof. 
S. B. Britton, and others.

We ask then the co-operation of all friends of the
JSuL ; R

of a superior order. the maalfeetarinaa cause here and in Europe in strengthening our hands,
. parties Before the sNting begins, piece some pointed lead **“ * " •  make «*• ^ r i tu a l Scientist,” what we
*  * '» '•  «ncil, ««i W ~  • S T S  cl~n .ritin, ™  Ik, ^ T 2 k k T 5 ^

eiisting systema and creeds. Now is thu 
4 People who do not like each other should not ait effectual aid.

' *  T  ° r t l* ' ^  , a t h  *  W‘ " ‘  “ I  h * T ° " i'  ? • * *  | T K .  S m . T V A l  S O . H T . . T  * * c h  - ~ k  >

CLARA DEARBORN.  “ ifir Dhi^whitil and'a U m ior unbelief haa no influence on the manifeautiona. but “  *** •cto,“ lt' philosophical, and W p N a
an acrid feelm. — st them in' a weaken.ng influence

5. Before the manifeautiona begin, it is well to en- and it endeavor, to supply all that can internet an 
rage ie general conversation or in singing, and it is beat investigator into the deeply important subject of

M * 8-
11 CLAIRVOYANT,
P hysician  and Trance M edium,

S S S  W A S H I N G T O N  S T R E E T . , Sat neiSser should be of a frivolous Mature. A prayer -

Houra 9 A M . to 6 P  M !

N

feeling among the members of the arch 
gives the higher spirits more power to come to the cir
cle, and makes it more difficult fur the lower spirits to

-------  -----------  -----  __----------- ------ get near.

A T I C S !  N I T  I C I I  I
hands The brat

W. L  JACK, M. D. oi tk, » k k  «
du.td krrly, to n o d  cunfuMoo, In on, w r n  ott), 

itelhgent being

A The first symptom of the invisible power at work 
often a feeling like a cool wind sweeping over the 

~  - '  satin—  will probably be uble

Man's Immortal Existence.
The topscs treated may be thus classified.—  
S c ie n t i f ic  I n v e s t ig a t io n ,  tending to inert 

the know ledge of the nature of the human spirit and 
its surroundings; also, of the relation between Ain in 
the sferit world and those on the physical pin—  of — .

O T  H A V E R H I L L .

and auy be found at has Stare and Office in 

O M  F ello w s B u ild in g  M a l a  S r— * ,

Q K O .  W O O D S  ft C O .  

O R G A N S

apeak, and talk to the table as to an intelht 
Let him tall the Uble that three dhs or 1 
“ Yes,” one means “ No,”  and two mean “ Doubtful,” 
and ask whether the arrangement is understood. If 
thrue signals be given ia answer, then aay, “ If I apeak 

1 the letters of the alphabet slowly, will you signal every 
tunc I come to the letter you want, and apelT us out a 

, Q  message V  Should three signals be given, set to work
O  on the plan proposed, and from this time an intelligent

system of cummwnicauoo is established.
S. Afterwards the question should be put, “ Are we 

ailing in the right order to get the best manifestations f  l 0* til

B eau tifu l M usical E ffects

r of thia i

_____ _____f the circle will then be told
to change seats with each other, and the signals will be 
afterwards strengthened. Nest ask, “ Who is the 

of tbear medium f *  When spirits come asserting themselves to 
be related or known to anybody present, weil-chosea 
questions should be put to test the accuracy of the 
of the statements, as apiriu out of tbe body have all the

Klegant Design* and Elaborate .in * ,~i »ii tk, U u ,  oi >pinu in the bad*.
F in ish . . ,,’4 IZT* ” “*“““y * p*̂ °" °‘

Their PIANO Stop ia a piano of beautiful tone, which •«■ “ ***« * > --------- ^
.0 1  -e a r  require W— g. AM mUruUMl 1  mom,

. Tbe beet manifestations 
dium and all tbe members of tbe circle are

and genial nature, and very 
luences. The majority of

GEO. WOODS L  CO. j , * ^ 3 ^  'X S T i
_  - -  i the spirit, and shrink somewhat from the lower mental
C a MBRIDGF.PORT, M A S S  mfiuonceeof earth. Family dr witk m  Mnn|M  

R O I t l J U M k C k i i n  | pr— *  ™ » lly  ik ,  k w .

gOHTO

>> 1 w kal«  H-IL

N RIDINU ACADEMY

a well 
A the pet 1

P R O F . J . M. SM ITH .

Poasioty at the first siring of a circle symptoms of

1 0 4 A W a x h ln ir to n  S tr e e t ,  - 1* ,ki“ ,i,,• ” r*p ,~ T

GREAT SENSATION
O f  the A (e .

--- — - 1 J People from tbe otter faril”
' C H U C K  O F  8 P I B I T U A L I S M ,  C 0 ! -  o l c o t t s e d d y  h o m e s t e a d  s p i r i t  
)  m a n i f e s t a t i o n s .

A  T R A N C E  A D D S  U S  D E L IV E R E D  S Y

J .  J .  MORMK.
T R A N C E  M E D IU M , O F  L O N D O N ,

_____  Tat-bs I m f  — tho accusers. W ho are the Iraeda
1 T W  m m  « * * * •  k o U  <* >k. H *

ft f t t .  A y w ta  WswT—> ia every towa to sail it. F<

i t s  Spanta wc«hod and 
la H N — o n  at their s m * cad. MoCMug 

ar heard. New vardea of tho

1’ hllneoplilrnl D edu ction  and Dem on - 
at ration, reports of Lectures, detailed accownla of 
Remarkable Phenomena, Materialiiation, Levitations
Ac.

R cllglo o a  — ad M orttl To u ch in g commu
nicated bv Spirits, Flahortation to act for Eternity rather 
than lor Time, to be euidad by principle rather than 
expediency, in general, tending to give higher aspira
tion lor our guidance in life.

R oporia o f Progreaa from all Darts of the 
world, by correspondence, exchanges, and reportorial, 
facilities.

H istorical S k etch es, illustrating the universality
of inspiration from the Spirit World.

■ editorial; Opinions. Extracts from Periodicals. 
Reviews of Books; literary Announcements.

T E R M S : < 2 . 6 0  P E R  A N N U M

Scientist P u b lish in g  Company, 
18 E xchange Street, 

B oston, Mass.

C P I  R I T U A L I S T S  AND
v J  I . l  B E K  A I . I S T H .

Second Annual Camp-meeting and Picnic
A T  L A K E  P L E A S A N T , M 0 N T A 6 U E , M A S S

A ugust 4 , to  A u gu st SO.
Twaata will be ready on the 4th. I Jirge Tents, 

Prices, J10.00 for four weeks; fit .am  for three weak* 
Small Teats, fidoo for four weeks; fij oo for three 
weeks, advahcr pathahts.

P u b lic I ie r c l s e e  begin on Sunday lat t» Sth. 
Addressee every week day at u  jo. A  M. L onferwn. c, 
Mondays. Two addresses Sundays, and a sacred

P ic n ic  D a y s  will be Tharadaya.
D a n c in g  afternoon* and evenings, (Sunday's Ac

cepted. Music by Ruwall'a orchestra.
Music T b s Fitchburg bund and Ressel'su— hmtra 

(twenty jmkxsj wifi arrive ou the 14th and re— MS tiL 
the >«th A choir of dngura will give ve<af mu. . 
i ■ ini by J. Frank BauSar, of Plymouth.

B A I L  R O A D  P A R K A  Call for Labs Pleaa-
C saa^ jnsatiag

- K A T I F .  K IN O  E X P O S E ."  EXCURSION TRAINS

from Suatou ua the 1 (lb
H o a r d in g  Mr Duakbs sf N. H . aad Mr. Ana-


